SAINTS Irish Rosen. R103324. SEE Nichols, Mrs.

CHARD, MARCEL.
Albourgh s'en va-en guerre, piece en trois actes et deux tableaux. © 18Dec24, D70325. R103322. 1Dec52, Marcel Achard A)

ACID test. R103368. SEE Smith, Mrs. Nancy Palmer.

GAMM, GIUSEPPE,
non étoffe. R104339. SEE Puccini, Giacomo.

MAHE, DAZIN.

ALEXANDRA. R104170-104171. SEE Martos, Ciane.

DSANO, FRANCO.
Legende van Sakuntala; zangspel in bedrijven van Franco Alfano, naar het Drama van Kallidasa, vertaling van H. Frank. With music! © 30Dec24, D68952. R102586, 2Dec52, H. Frank (A)

GVERAZOS, R103476. SEE Denavente y Artizano, Jacinto.

BERIAN piratas. SEE Dodge, John Wilson. 

BUCITA. R103920. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

LYN, MABEL CONKLIN.
AGRESTA fixes it, a comedy in five acts. © 18Mar25, D70996. R103166, 2Feb52, Mabel Conklin Allyn (A).

ALTRO figlio. H99241. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.


MORE dieu tre re. R101962. SEE Bennett, Sem.

AMOUR en cage. R98168. Fourdrain, Felix.

AMOUR en poème. R98137. SEE Huguet, Angelito.

ANGELANTONIO, FRANCESCO D'Giovanni Gallurese. [Opera in 3 acts] by Francesco d'Angelantonio, English

version by R. H. Elkin, Music by Italo Montemezz. (Libretto only) © 22Dec24, D69975. R102566, 17Nov52, R. H. Elkin (A)

ANTHROPOS, R02666. SEE Romayne, Henry Yankwich.


ANTOINETTE. R100941. SEE Stone, Joseph.

APPLEBUD, ADAM, pseud. SEE Pierce, Carl Webster.

APRIL PRODUCTIONS, INC.


The Student Prince. R97807. SEE Donnelly, Dorothy.

ARNOLD, FRANZ.
Der wahre Jakob. Schwank in 3 Akten von Franz Arnold und Ernst Bach. Unveränderter Nachdruck. © 5Mar25, D70712. R100751, 8Oct52, Franz Arnold (A), Mrs. Martha Bach (W)

ARNOLD, JACK.

L'ARZIGOGOLO. R102904. SEE Benelli, Sem.

ASHTON, WINIFRED.
Naboth's vineyard, a stage piece by Clarence Dane [pseud.] © 1Oct25, D73136, R101099, 7Oct52, Winifred Ashton (A)

AT THE Bethlehem inn. R101968. SEE Yale, Elise Duncan.

ATKINSON, GEORGE HENRY.

ATTERIDGE, HAROLD RICHARD.
Gay Paree; musical sketch in three scenes. © 19Sep25, D72807. R100377, 28Sep52, April Productions Inc. (PWH)

Parisian artists and models, a play in two acts. © 21Jul25, D72235. R98321, 28Jul52, April Productions, Inc. (PWH)

AUBRY, GEORGES JEAN.
El relativo de Maese Pedro. R58676. SEE Falla, Manuel de.

AURIC, GEORGES.

BAU, R68889. SEE Carpenter, Edward Childs.

THE BABE of Bethlehem. R101814. SEE Kephart, C. J.

BACH, ERNST.
Der wahre Jakob. R100751. SEE Arnold, Franz.

BACK home again. R103192. SEE Orwig, Clara Beatrice.

BACK to the school. R103177. SEE Pauli, Harry Major.

BAKALA, BRETSILAV.
Das Schlaue Fischelein. R102289. SEE Janáček, Leoš.

BANKRUPT, R76938. SEE Simpson, Simon L.

BANNING, KENDALL.
Copy, a drama in one act adapted from the story by Harold Kellock. Players' prompt book. © 15Nov24, D66897. R98197, 5Sep52, Kendall Banning (A)

THE BANTAM V. C. R102399. SEE Brighouse, Harold.


BARDE, ANDRE.
Pas sur la bouche; opérette en trois actes. Livret de André Barde; musique de Maurice Yvain. Partition piano et chant. © 5Mar25, D26754, R101419, 20Oct52, Maurice Yvain (A)

BARDIN, JAMES C.
Pembingtons, too; a play in one act. © 24Jan25, D70311. R102346, 10Nov52, James C. Bardin (A)

Second Samuel, a play in one act. © 22Jan25, D70149. R102345, 10Nov52, James C. Bardin (A)

BARKER, HARLEY GRANVILLE. SEE Granville-Barker, Harley Granville.

BARNUM was right. R99166. SEE Bartholomae, Philip.

A BAREL of trouble. R99210. SEE Dilley, Perry Jay.

BART, JEAN, pseud. SEE Sarlahous, Marie Antoinette.

BARTHOLOMAE, PHILIP. SEE Bartholomae, Philip.

BARTOLOMAE, PHILIP.
Barnum was right, a play in three acts by Philip Bartholomae and John Meehan. © 5Jun25, D71766. R98193, 17Jul52.
CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT ENTRIES

DOWLING, ADELE NEILL.
The little bluffer, a farce in one act. © 11Mar35, D70969. R103151, 26Nov52. Adele Neill Dowling (A)

THE DRAMATIZED story of our national songs. R105162. SEE Blasche, Harold.


EAST is west. R102330. SEE Hymer, John B.

EASY terms. R97045. SEE Wilbur, Crane.

EATON, WINIFRED MOORE. SEE Moore, Winifred.

EGYPT'S eyes. R102324. SEE Wilcox, Constance Grenelle.

THE ELDEST. R105758. SEE Ferber, Edna.

ELECTRICITY. R103675. SEE Gillette, William Rocker.

ELEVATING a husband. R101843. SEE Shippman, Samuel.

ELKIN, ROSIC HELEN. Giovanni Galliherree. R102585. SEE Angelantoni, Francesco d'.

EMERSON, JOHN.
The whole town's talking, a farce in three acts by John Emerson and Anita Loos. From a play by Francis Arnold and Ernest Rache. © 14Nov24, D59006. R19916, 105Sep82. John Emerson (A), Anita Loos (A)

THE whole town's talking, a farce in three acts by John Emerson and Anita Loos. From a play by Francis Arnold and Ernest Rache. © 14Nov24, D59006. R19916, 105Sep82. Anita Loos (A)

THE whole town's talking, a farce in three acts by John Emerson and Anita Loos. © 14Nov24, D59006. R19916, 105Sep82. Anita Loos (A)

EMERLY, GILBERT, pseud. SEE Potte, Emery Bentley.

EMMS, JOSEPHIA MURRAY.
Under suspicion, a comedy in two acts. © 24Mar59, D71126, 1010170, 26Nov52. Mrs. Joseph Murray Emms (E)

L'ENFANT et les sorcières. R101426. SEE Colette, Sidonie Gabrielle.

ENRICO IV. R92959. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

EVANNOUS. R105118. SEE Veceill, Horace.

EXPRESSING WHITE. R102145. SEE Crotcher, Rachel.

F

FAGAN, MYRON COUREAU.
Judy O'Grady, a play in four acts. Also known as "Mismatched." © 9Oct24, D89066. R92335, 26Sep52. Myron C. Fagan (A)

FALLA, MANUEL DE.
El retablo de Maese Pedro (Master Peter's puppet show) Opera in one act. English version based on Shettle's Don Quixote by J. R. Teed, French version by G. Jean-Aubry. © 1Oct24, D29690. R88976, 15Aug52. German de Falla (E)

THE FANATICS. R100850. SEE Malleson, Miles.

FASTEST thing on earth. R99340. SEE Warshawsky, Samuel Jesse.

FERBER, EDNA.
The ideal, a drama of American life. (Appleton short plays, no. 14) © R8W25, D73203. R103758, 10Dec52. Edna Ferber (A)

Minic, a comedy in three acts by Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman. (Frank's standard library edition) © 27Nov25. R103759, 10Nov52. Edna Ferber (A), George S. Kaufman (A)

FINPEN, A. R98268. SEE Bussler, Todesma.

FINNEGAN, EDWARD.
The prodigal son, a play in four acts. (Baker's comedy plays) 16Jan25, D70125. R102340, 10Nov52. Edward Finnegon (A)

FISH, HELEN DEAN.
Rumpty Dumpty's budget, a play for children in three acts. Arranged by Helen Dean Fish and Ruth W. Porter from Julian Hawthorne's story of the same name. © 27Oct24, D69230. R98652, 12Aug52. Helen D. Fish (A)

FLAMES. R98710. SEE Broadhurst, William Thomas.

THE FLATHEARING word. R104540. SEE Kelly, George Edward.

FLEXNER, ANNE CRAWFORD.
Mrs. Wiggs of the cabbage patch, a rewritten and dramatized in three acts from the novel of the same name by Alice Hegan Rice. © 30Dec42, D69834. R102329, 7Nov52. Anne Crawford Flexner (A)

FLOYD, JOHN.
Country quiet, a play in one act. © 19Nov25, D73488. R103517, 9Dec52, John Floyd (A)

FORBES, JAMES.
Lauda, a play in three acts. © 30Dec24, D69810, R103505, 10Oct52. Anthony H. Forbes (C)

FOURDRAIN, FELIX.

Le hasardeur. R101041. SEE Gorseau, Henry de.

FRANCO-EUROPEAN, pseud. SEE Le Grand, Maurice.


FRANC, JACQUES.
Sl. R98518. SEE Mascagni, Pietro.

FRANK, B.

FREEMAN, CAROLYN R.

FUNK-HRENTANO, FRANZ.
L'ameur en cage. R88138. SEE Fourdrain, Felix.

G

GAILLARD, MARCUS-FRANCOIS.

La dansa pendant le festin. R101044. SEE Guerrier, Germaine.

GAL, ELIZABETH.
Not quite such a goose, a comedy in one act. © 3Jan25, D71597. R103173, 26Nov52. Elizabeth Gate (A)

GAL, ZONA.
Mr. Piit, a play in three acts. © 18Jun24, R97684, 23Jul52. William Llywelyn Breeze (W)

GALSWORTHY, JOHN.
Old English, a play in three acts. © 24Mar25, R96639, 14Jul52. (Mrs.) Ada Gateworthy (W)

GANDREY, A.
Monette. R98319. SEE Cools, Eugene.

GARDEN varieties. R101932. SEE Nichols, Kenyon.

GAVIN, PAUL.
The Bells are Passing. R102446. SEE Widney, Faye.

GAUTHIER, JACQUES.
A GENTLEMAN's game. R98884, SEE Gowan, Jack.

LA GIARA. R105366. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

GILLETTE, WILLIAM HOOKER.
Electricity, a comedy in three acts. (French's standard library edition) © 30Dec42, D69781. R103675, 10Nov52. Hartford National Bank & Trust Co. (E)

GILPATIC, CAROLYN DHAPE.
Moving day, a comedy in one act. (Dakotah novelty plays) © 2Jan25, D70186. R103512, 9Nov52. Carolyn Draper Gilpatic (A)

Sardana, a play in one act. © 24Feb25, D70620, R102352, 10Nov52. Carolyn Draper Gilpatic (A)

GIOVACCHINO, FORZANO.
Lodoletta, Libretto. © 29Mar17, D49232. R98819, 25May52, Giovacchino Forzano (A)

GIOVANNI GALLIHERREE. R102585. SEE Angelantoni, Francesco d'

IL GUOCCO delle perti. R103281. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

GLADYS. R101042. SEE Dilor, Paul.

GLASS, MONIQUE MARSDEN.
Potash and Perlmutter, detectives; a play in three acts by Montague Glass and John Eckert Goodman. © 3Dec25, D73883. R103818, 9Dec52, Jules Eckert Goodman (A), (E of J. Eckert Goodman (C)

GOLDENBURG, GRACE DELANEY.

GOLDENBURG, WILLIAM SMITH.
My Spanish sweetheart, a musical comedy for treble voices, Book by Grace Delaney Goldenburg; music by William Smith Goldenburg. © 30Jan25, D73807, R97233, 30Jan25. Mrs. Grace Delaney Goldenburg (A)

GOOD medicine. R99189. SEE Arnold, Jack.

GOODMAN, JULES ECKERT.
The midget has been, a comedy in three acts. © 1Jan25, D71661, R97682, 17Jul52. Jules Eckert Goodman (A)

GOODMAN, JULES ECKERT.
Potsah and Perlmutter, detectives, R103512. SEE Glass, Montague Marsden.

GORDON, GRACE, pseud. SEE Yule, Elsie Duncan.

HEARTLESS House. R101046. SEE Steib, Claude A.


THE high tower. R97683. SEE Haney, Flora E.

HOFFMAN, RUDOLF STEPHAN. Bibliog. R103414. SEE Respighi, Ottorino.

HOWARD, SIDNEY COH. La dernière nuit de Don Juan. R102538. SEE Boustead, Edmond.


HOLWORTHY, pseud. SEE Porter, Hall. Arnold Everett.

J. L. LINCOLN, pseud. SEE Yale, Elsie Duncan.

W. G. SEE Larkby, H. I. T.


FLORA E. HANAY. A high tower. SEE Haney, Julia G.

J. L. LEON. HAUSMANN. SEE Haney, Julia G.

J. L. LEON. HAUSMANN. SEE Haney, Julia G.

J. L. LEON. HAUSMANN. SEE Haney, Julia G.

J. L. LEON. HAUSMANN. SEE Haney, Julia G.

J. L. LEON. HAUSMANN. SEE Haney, Julia G.

KASER, ARTHUR LEROY. The order of the boiled owl. SEE Sutherland, Evelyn Greendale Baker.


KATYDID. R98878. SEE Searle, Zelda.

J. J'ADORE ça. R101424. SEE Willements, Albert.

JACKSON, MARK. Suits. R68397. SEE Bussiere, Tadema.

JAFFE, MINNIE ZUCKERBERG. The divine dinner. R97720. SEE Wallace, Morgan.


JENKINS, BELA. Pagantin. R102578. SEE Kleeper, Paul.

LE JEU de l'amour et de la mort. R88999. SEE Rolland, Romain.


THE JINX. R97633. SEE Cushing, Catherine Chisholm.

JOHNSON, LARRY EDWARD. Can't keep a good man down, a comedy in four acts. (Demoin's novelty plays) © 19Aug24, D68330, R70418, 17Jul52, Constance D. Johnson (W).


Her step-husband, a comedy in three acts. © 8Oct25, D72994, R101059, 17Oct52, Constance D. Johnson (W).

Safety razors first, a blackface act by John E. Lawrence [ pseud. ] (Demoin's novelty plays) © 23Sep24, D68843, R70783, 17Jul52, Mrs. Constance D. Johnson (W).

The shuck-up, a one-act comedy. (Demoin's novelty plays) © 23Jul24, D68942, D79616, 17Jul52, Constance D. Johnson (W).

When the cat's away, a comedy in three acts by Elyce Johnson and Reu. King. © 23Sep24, D68930, R97825, 17Jul52, Constance D. Johnson (W).

JOINT owners in Spain. R101516. SEE Brown, Alice.

JUARA and Maximilian. R102767. SEE Werfel, Franz V.

JUDY O'GRADY. R99335. SEE Fagan, Myron Corraval.

KASER, ARTHUR LEROY. The order of the boiled owl; blackface travesty in three spoken scenes. © 16Mar25, D70863, R100366, 10Nov52, Arthur LeRoy Kasler (A).

KAUFMAN, GEORGE SIMON. Big casino is little casinio, a play in three scenes. @ 31Jun25, D70157, R120601, 17Oct52, George S. Kaufman (A)


LE GRUEZ, CHARLES. See Mirande, Yves.

LEVINGER, ELMA EHRICH. Through the school year, an anthology of original plays. @ 21Sep25, D72791, R10281, 25Nov22, Elma Ehrich Levinger (A)

LEWIS, SEAMAN, pseud. See Simpson, Simon L.

LEXINGTON, R10283. See Howard, Sidney Corp.

LINCOLN, JOSEPH CROSBY. The managers, a comedy of Cape Cod. (Appleton short plays, no. 13) @ 5Oct25, D72868, R10281, 25Nov22, Joseph Freeman Lincoln (C)

LIOLA, R103189. See Pirandello, Luigi.

LIPMAN, CLARA. Depends on the woman. R101642. See Shipman, Samuel.

LITTLE, BLUFFER. Elevating a husband. R101643. See Shipman, Samuel.

The Little Bluffer. R103161. See Dowling, Adele Nell.

LITTLE RED SHOES. R102354. See Brighouse, Harold.

LODOLETTA. R95910. See Giovacchino, Porziano.

LOMBARDO, CARLO. Si, R99918. See Mascagni, Pietro.

LOOS, ANITA. The whole town's talking. R95168, R95158, R102310. See Emerson, John.

LOPEZ, SABATINO. Il brutto e la belle; commedia in tre atti. @ 1May13, D44279, R11157, 16Oct52. Lisa Tabet, ved. Sabatino Lopez (W)

MACH, WILLARD. Canany Dutch, a play in three acts, by Willard Mack [pseud. of Charles W. McLaughlin] Based on a story by John A. Morosco. @ 24Jun25, D72651, R106929, 17Jul52, Mrs. Beatrice B. Mack (W)

MCLAUGHLIN, CHARLES W. See Mack, Willard.

MCMULLEN, JOSEPH CARL. Mr. George, a comedy in three acts. @ 18Mar25, D70895, R102354, 16Nov52, J. C. McMullen (A)

McEVOY, CHARLES. David Hallard, a play in three acts. @ 20Jun25, D71053, R102683, 24Sep52, Mrs. A. Seccombe Hett (E)

The red hen, a play in one act. @ 3Jan23, D69345, R77725, 4Feb53, Mrs. M. Seccombe Hett (NK)

McGOWAN, JAC. A gentleman's game, a play in three acts by Jack McGowan and Mamie Page. @ 7Jan22, D72160, R98884, 26Aug52, Jack McGowen (A)

MCGUIRE, WILLIAM ANTHONY. Twelve miles out, a new play in three acts. @ 21Nov35, D73429, R10318, R6Dec52, Mrs. Lou McGuire (W)

MACK, WILLARD, Canany Dutch, a play in three acts, by Willard Mack [pseud. of Charles W. McLaughlin] Based on a story by John A. Morosco. @ 24Jun25, D72651, R106929, 17Jul52, Mrs. Beatrice B. Mack (W)

MA non è una cosa seria. R96244, R10318

MALAYSIAN, PIRANDO. See Pirandello, Luigi.

MALIBERNO, GIAN FRANCESCO. Trois comédies-génoises; musique de G. Francesco Malibero. Contents.—1. Le cheval; adaptation française de Henry Privernard, 2. La petite bretonne; adaptation française de Henry Privernard, 3. Les querelles de Chiggi; adaptation française de Edouard Schneider. ([French, musical])

MALIBROUH, EN-ta-ge-er. R10332. See Adach, Marcel
IL METODO della donna. R98553. SEE Berlinda, Nina.


MIDDLETON, GEORGE. The big pond, a comedy in three acts by George Middleton and Albert E. Thomas. @ 21Jan25, D70140, R104333, 24Dec52. Mr. George Middleton (A).

The big pond, a comedy in three acts by George Middleton and Albert E. Thomas. @ 21Jan25, D70140, R104660, 31Dec52. George Middleton (A), Ethel Dodd Thomas (W).

THE NIGHT has been. R98726. SEE Goodman, Jules Eckert.

MINICK. R107559. SEE Ferber, Edna.

MIRANDA, TVPS. Troubles—real! opéréte—vaudeville en 3 actes de Yves Miranda. @ Musique de Raoul Morell. Livret. @ 5Mar25, D71118, R104625, 22Oct53, Charles Le Guercq, dit: Yves Miranda (A).


MISS HINTY's valentine. R103165. SEE Van Derve, Lettie Cook.

MR. JENNINGS. R103066. SEE Spewack, Bella Cohen.

MISTER PITT. R97986. SEE Gale, Zona.

MISS DENHAM. R98025. SEE Powell, Violet Else.

MRS. WIGGS of the cabbage patch. R102329. SEE Flexner, Anne Crawford.

MITCHELL, NORMA. The cradle snatchers. R103061. SEE Modcroft, Russell G.

MOFFAT, GRAHAM. Susie tangles the strings, a play in four acts. @ 1Aug25, D73116, R104105, 22Dec52, Winifred Linck Moffat (C).

MOFFAT, WILLIAM GRAHAM. SEE Moffat, Graham.

MONEY scum. R98781. SEE Hauman, Leon.

MONSIEUR de Poucet, un, R101043. SEE Fajol, Albert.

MOONELL, WILFRID. Gladys. R101042. SEE Diotot, Paul.

MONTEMESZI, ITALO. L'amore dei tre re. R101922. SEE Benelli, Sedm.

MOORE, WINFRED. Heartless House. R101046. SEE Stehi, Claude A.

MORETTI, RAOUl. Troubles—real! R101425. SEE Miranda, Yves.

LA MORT E degli amanti. R101840. SEE Chirellet, Luigi.

MOVING day. R102342. SEE Gippatric, Carolyn Draper.

MUSETTE. R98139. SEE Coats, Eugene.

MUSETTE, ALFRED DE. Las caprices de Marianne; comédie en 4 actes de Alfred de Musset. Chant et chœurs de Germaine Guasnier; musique d'orchestre de Marius-François Galliard. Partition chant et piano.


N

NAROTH'S vineyard. R101686. SEE Ashton, Winifred.

NANTEUIL, GEORGES. La basarde. R101041. SEE Gourbe, Henry de.

NATURE'S noblemen. R101641. SEE Shipman, Samuel.

NAUGHTY Cinderella. R103301-108302. SEE Hopwood, Avery.

NEW brooms. R102326. SEE Chaven, Frank.

NICHOLS, ANNE. Abe's Irish Rose, a comedy in three acts. @ 1Nov24, D98485, R102324, 1Nov57. Anne Nichols (A).

NICHOLSON, KENYON. Bedside manners, a comedy of conviviality in one act by Kenyon Nicholson and Samuel Behrman. (French's international edition, no. 483) @ 18Nov24, D98735, R101235, TNo53, Kenyon Nicholson (A), Samuel Behrman (A).


THE NIGHTINGALE. R102761. SEE Bolton, Guy Hegnmaid.

NOHAIN, FRANC., pseud. SEE Le Grand, Maurice.

LA NOUSTRA pelle. R101156. SEE Lopez, Sabatino.

NOT quite such a goose. R103173. SEE Gale, Elisabeth.

NOTHING coming in. R101088. SEE Kaufman, George Simon.

LOS NUEVOS yernos. R102480. SEE Benavente y Martinez, Jacinto.

O

OLD English. R99630. SEE Gaisworthy, John.

ON the park bench. R102384. SEE Dane, Edward.

O'NEILL, EUGENE GLADSTONE. The great god Brown, a play in five acts. © 21Jan25, D72064. R97381, IT10152, Eugene O'Neill (A).


ORWIG, CLARA BEATRICE. Back home again, a play in three acts. @ 15Oct25, D73028, R106328, 26Nov52, Clara B. Orwig (A).

OSGOOD, ERASUS. Return of the gobins, a fantastic comedy in 3 acts. (French's international edition, no. 402) @ 30Dec24, D98852, R102475, 1Nov52, Erasmus Osgood (A).

Rival ghosts, a farce comedy in three acts, (Baker's edition of plays) @ 24Jan25, D70002, R103338, 1Nov52. Erasmus Osgood (A).


QUELLA che l'assomiglia. R88568. SEE Cavarzoli, Enrico.

LES QUERELLES de Chigii. SEE Malpiero, Gian Francesco. Trois comedies goldenlennes, R101242.

LA RAGIONE degli altri. R103635. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.


RE; Ward. R75628. SEE Collier, William.

REED and black. R88565. SEE Bolton, Guy Reginald.

THE RED hen. R97552. SEE Maevoy, Charles.

RED Ridinghood and the wolf. R98211. SEE Dilley, Perry Jay.


RETURN of the goblins. R102475. SEE Gogol, Evarist.

RICHARD, ARTHUR. Jimmy Clark, a play in three acts. @ 3Jun25, D17133, R10627, 17Jul52, John Marshall Richman (C).

RICKABY, FRANZ. The haven, a play in one act. @ 22Apr25, D171477, R103174, 20Nov52, Franz Rickaby (A).

RICKER, CATHERINE E. Prince Charming. R108299. SEE Sardo, Joseph.


RIP, pseud. SEE Théven, Georges.

RITTER, M. ISABELLE. The secret of happiness; Christmas cantata for children. @ 16Oct25, D22806.

ROBINSON, LENNOX. The round table, a comic tragedy in three acts. @ 2May25, D71148. R108078, 7Oct52, Lenanx Robinson (A).

ROCKWELL, ETHEL GESNER. Magda, a Biblical drama. @ 8Mar25, D70410. R103353, 10Nov52, Ethel Gesner Rockwell (A).

RODEHEAVER COMPANY. At the Bethesda Inn. R101086. SEE Yale, Elise Duncan. Step lively please, R108085. SEE Yale, Elise Duncan.

RODGER, LINCOLN. Antonet, R106041. SEE Stone, Joseph.

ROLLAND, ROMAIN. Le peur de l'aparre et la mort (en 12 scenes) @ 25Jun25, D73344. R88499, 18Aug52. Mme vve Romain Rolland, née Marie Mikhailovna-Cuviller (W).

ROMAINS, JULIS. Doctor knock, a comedy in three acts by Jules Romains. In an English version by Harley Granville Barker. @ 15Feb25, D10534, R102544, 14Nov52, Charles Douglas Medley (E).

ROMANY, HENRY YANKWICH. Athropia, a drama in five acts with prologue and epilogue. @ 23Aug25, D88541, R98398, 18Aug52. Mrs. Camille Romanye Hourst (C), Mrs. Riede Romanye Ashmore (C).

ROMBERG, SIGMUND. The student prince, R70807. SEE Donnelly, Dorothy.

LA RONDINE. R104388. SEE Puccini, Giacomo.

ROSE Marie. R85682. SEE Hammerstein, Oscar.

ROSSATO, ARTURO. Pinocchio inesorabile. R85266. SEE Cavarzoli, Enrico.

ROSTAND, EDMOND. La servante qui de Don Juan, a play in a prologue and two parts by Edmond Rostand. Freely translated for production in English by Sidney Howard. @ 25Feb25, D70645. R102353, 10Nov52, Polly Darmouch Howard (W).


ROUVEROL, AURANIA ELBERBECK. Skidding, a comedy in three acts by Aurania Rouwerol. Rev. version. @ 20Oct25, D73136, R10177, 18Nov52, Aurania Rouwerol (A).

ROUVEROL, AURANIA ELBERBECK. SEE Rouwerol, Aurora Elberbeck.

RUMPTYDUMpty's tower. R98632. SEE Fish, Helen Deen.

SAFETY razor first. R97823. SEE Johnson, Larry Edward.

SAGRA del Signore della Nave. R103634. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

SAINT-GRAINER. J'adore ça. R101424. SEE Willemsen, Albert.

SALT. R98307. SEE Butskier, Tadema.

SANTA saves the day. R101813. SEE Freeman, Carolyn R.

SAMBINES. R102352. SEE Gilpatric, Carolyn Draper.

SARLASSAUX, MARIE ANTOINETTE. The squall, a play in three acts by Jean Bart [Text only] 15Jan25, D70645. R104529, 30Dec52, Marie Sarlussaux (A).

SAUCE for the goose. R103124. SEE Broadhurst, Thomas Williams.

LA SCALE di seta. R106836. SEE Chiarelli, Luigi.

SCHANZER, OTTON. Intermezzi, R103327. SEE Strauss, Richard.

DAS SCHLAUWE Minchlein. R105926. SEE Junik, Leo.

SCHOENEID, EDOUARD. Les querelles de Chigii. SEE Malpiero, Gian Francesco. Trois comedies goldenlennes, R101242.

SEE non cosi. SEE Pirandello, Luigi. La ragione degli altri, R103935.


SPAS of unkind. R108866. SEE deCosta, Leon.


SECOND Samuel. R102346. SEE Hardin, James C.


SFI personaggi in cerca d'autore. R95247. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

A SERPENT, an owl and a dove. R97625. SEE Stanley, Edwin.

SEVEN dialogue for adults. R10890. SEE Hoxie, Evelyn.


SHAKESPEARE'S comedy of Katharine and Petruchio. R102307. SEE Powers, Leland Todd.


SHEPHERD, ESTHER. Pierreottu's heart, a play in one act. (French international edition, loc. 400) @ 18Nov24, D99734. R102474, 10Nov52, Esther Shepher (A).

SHEPHERD, ELIZABETH LEE. SEE Tyler, Odetta.

SHIPMAN, SAMUEL. 
Depends on the woman, a comedy drama in four acts by Samuel Shipman and Clara Lipman. © 12 Oct 24, 606687. R101645, 28 Oct 25, Lewis Shipman (NK) 
**Available** for rental from IRT, Inc.

SI. R05618. SEE Mascani, Pietro. 

THE SIGN on the door. R103476. SEE Hollander, Channing.

LA SIGNORA Morla un e due. R09245. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

SIMPSON, SIMON L., and Lewis, Susan (pseud.). BANDEK, a play in three acts by Simon L. Simpson and Susan Lewis (pseud.). © 23 Jan 25, D70189. R97638, 18 Jul 25, Barrett K. Simpson (C)


SIRNAY, ALBERT. SEE Silver, Albert.

SKIDDING. R102477. SEE Rousseau, Aurim Elserbeck.

SLOB, JOSEPH. Antoinette; musical comedy operetta. Libretto by J. Shone and B. Brownstone; lyrics by Walter Doppal Krusel. © Oct 25, D26818, R100941, 30 Oct 25, Mr. Walter D. Krusel (A)

SMITH, Mrs. CHAUNCY PALMER. The actual test, a comedy in one act. © 21 Mar 25, D70957; R101951, 4 Nov 25, Mrs. Chauncy Palmer Smith (A)

SNOW White and the seven dwarfs. R08551. SEE Dulles, Perry Jay.

SOLEMN pride. R103164. SEE Leighton, George R.


SPEWACK, BELLA COHEN. Dear Mr. Sweeney, a comedy melodrama by Samuel Siewack and Bella Cohen. © 3 Feb 26, D70831, R102907, 4 Nov 25, Samuel Siewack (A), Bella Cohen (A) Siewack (A)

Mr. Jennings, a play in three acts by Bella Cohen and Samuel Siewack. © 10 Dec 24, D69442, R102906, 4 Nov 25, Bella Cohen (A) Siewack (A), Samuel Siewack (A)

SPEWACK, SAMUEL. Dear Mr. Sweeney. R102907, SEE Siewack, Bella Cohen.

Mr. Jennings, R102908, SEE Siewack, Bella Cohen.

SQUALL, THE. R104549, SEE Sarabass, Marie Antoine.

STANLEY, EDWIN. Bound up, a comedy in three acts. © 16 Sep 24, D68851, R07619, 17 Jul 25, Mrs. Minerva Stanley (W)

Hidden treasures, a vaudeville sketch. © 30 Oct 24, D69189, R97624, 17 Jul 25, Mrs. Minerva Stanley (W)

A serpent, an owl and a dove; a comedy vaudeville sketch. © 30 Oct 24, D69191, R97625, 17 Jul 25, Mrs. Minerva Stanley (W)

Weeping Willa, a vaudeville sketch in one act.

THANHouser, LLOYD F. The game. A play in one act. © 26 Jun 25, D71864, R102305, 10 Nov 55, Lloyd F. Thanhouser (A)

Trapped, a play in one act. (Baker's royalty eligible) © 22 Apr 25, D71476, R102391, 10 Nov 55, Lloyd F. Thanhouser (A)

THANCOURT, JULI. SEE Crane, William. 

TEATRO, L. 31. R102481. SEE Benavente y Martinez, Jacinto.

THIÈV, CLAUDE. Heartless House; operetta in three acts for women's voices. Book by Claude A. Stuhl; music by Winfred Moore. © Oct 25, D26620, R101946, 10 Oct 55, Mrs. Winfred Moore Eaton (A)

THREATEN. R101682. SEE Kaufman, George Simon.

THE STORY of the late. SEE Ains, Bazin, Pi-Fa-Ki. R102549.

STRAUSS, RICHARD. Intemperance, a comedy in two acts with incidental music by Richard Strauss. © 23 Apr 25, D76649, 10 Jan 56, Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. (WPH)

THE STUDENT prince. R07807. SEE Donnelly, Dorothy.

SUNSTEIN, Sperian, R101422, SEE Le Grand, Maurice.

STUNG, SEE DeCosta, Leon, R103908, Walker, Lydia LeBaron, R102382.

STUPID Cupid. R102009, SEE Sheridan, Verne E.

SURDO, JOSEPH. Prince Charming; or, The capture of the Queen of Hearts; a comic operetta in one act, music by Joseph Surdo; libretto and lyrics by Cateline E. Ricker. Complete vocal score. © 30 Oct 25, D26832, R102890, 1 Dec 25, Joseph Surdo (A)

SUSIE tangles the strings. R104109, SEE Moffat, Graham.

SUTHERLAND, EVELYN GREENLEAF BAKER. In Aunt Chlo's cabin; a comedy in one act. © 13 Mar 25, D70807, R103169, 26 Nov 25, Evelyn Greenleaf Sutherland (A)

SZIRMAR, ALBERT. Alexandra. R104170-104171. SEE Martos, Ferenc.

SZULC, JOSEPH. SEE Szulc, Józef Zygmunt.

SZULC, JÓZEF ZYGMUNT. Quand uat est trots. R101421. SEE Veher, Serge.

T

TAYLOR, LAURETTE. The dyer's wife, a dramatic fragment in one act. © Oct 24, D69300, R100677, Oct 25, Central Hanover Bank and Trust Co. (E)

TAYLOR, RICA Bromley. The better end, a play in one act. © 13 Mar 25, D70806, R103160, 26 Nov 52, Rica Bromley (A)

TEA. R103174. SEE Carson, William Glasgow Bruce.

TEATRO, L. 31. R102481. SEE Benavente y Martinez, Jacinto.

THANHouser, LLOYD F. The game. A play in one act. © 26 Jun 25, D71864, R102305, 10 Nov 55, Lloyd F. Thanhouser (A)

Trapped, a play in one act. (Baker's royalty eligible) © 22 Apr 25, D71476, R102391, 10 Nov 55, Lloyd F. Thanhouser (A)


THIÈV, CLAUDE. Heartless House; operetta in three acts for women's voices. Book by Claude A. Stuhl; music by Winfred Moore. © Oct 25, D26620, R101946, 10 Oct 55, Mrs. Winfred Moore Eaton (A)

THEY knew what they wanted. R101820. SEE Howard, Sidney Coe.


THOMAS, ALBERT ELSWORTH. The big pond. R104333, R104800. SEE Middleton, George.

THOMPSON, FRED. Tip toes. R102265, SEE Bolton, Guy Reginald.

THOMPSON, HARRAN. Come hither, a musical farce in two acts. Book and lyrics by Harlan Thompson. © 28 Jun 25, D71697, R90649, 30 Jun 25, Harlan Thompson (A)

THROUGH the school year. R103101, SEE Levinger, Elma Ehrlich.

THY father and thy mother. R102399. SEE Ould, Hieron.

TIE game. R102365, SEE Thanhouser, Lloyd F.

TIMONEY, ALICE. Wilderness road. R97353, SEE Collins, Anne.

TIP toes. R102265, SEE Bolton, Guy Reginald.

TOMMY'S bride. R102311, SEE Whisler, Ernest Jackson.

TONIJA of the Holy Faith. R08844, SEE Bloom, Maude McPe.

IL TRAMONTO di un re. R08654, SEE Berrini, Nino.

TRAPPED. R102361, SEE Thanhouser, Lloyd F.


TROIS comedies goldenfootes. R101554, SEE Malipiero, Gian Francesco.

TROUBLEZ-mol. R101425, SEE Mirande, Yves.

THE TRUTH party. R103178, SEE Palmer, Bell Elliott.

TUTTO per bene. R8949, SEE Pirandello, Luigi.


TYLER, ODette. Our boss, a drama in three episodes. © 29 Sep 24, D81985. R99336, 8 Sep 25, Odette Tyler, pseud. of Elizabeth Lee Shepherd (A)

THADDEUS, the parakeet. R08499, SEE Cavaciocchi, Enrico.

UNDER suspicion. R101970, SEE Emma, Josephine Murray.

D7. 5a-52
UNIVERSAL EDITION.
Dan Schlaeb Flachstein. R100299. SEE Janácek, Leoš.
L'UOMO, la bestia e la virtù. R5246, R103638. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

V

VACHELL, HORACE ANNESLEY.
Evansanie, a play in one act. © 29May25, D71328, R105178, 30Nov52, Horace Annesley Vachell (A)

THE VAGABOND poet. R97696. SEE Cushing, Catherine Chisholm.

THE VAILLANT. R98544. SEE Porter, Harold Everett.

VAN DERVEER, LETTIE COOK.
Miss Hitty's valentine, a play in two episodes. © 13Mar25, D70814, R101165, 20Nov52, Lettie C. Van Derveer (A)

VAN DRUTEN, JOHN.
Young Woodley, a play in three acts. © 03Oct25, D73201, R101880, 3Nov52, John van Druten (A)

VEBER, PIERRE.
Quand on est trois; comédie musicale en trois acts. Libretto de Pierre et Serge Veber; lyrics of Albert Willemsen; music of Joseph Szulc. Partition piano et chant. © 15May26, D36777. R101421. 22Oct52, Joseph Szulc (A)

VEBER, SERGE.

LA VENA d'oro. R101837. SEE Zorzi, Guglielmo.

VENICE for two. R102263. SEE Megru, Rob Cooper.

VERNEUL, LOUIS.
Pile ou face; comédie en cinq actes. © 10Jul25, D72692, R99974, 15Sep52, Louis Verneuil (A)

VESTIRE gli ignudi. R98243, R103191. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

VICTOR, VICTOR.
The crack of doom, a play in prologue, three acts and epilogue. © 25Jun25, D7182, R100937, 20Oct52, Victor Victor (A)

LA VITA che ti diedi. R59249. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

THE VORTEX. R97597. SEE Coward, Noel Pierce.

W

WALKER, LUDIA LeBARON.
Stung, a comedy in three acts. © 22May25, D71285, R102362, 10Nov52, Lydia LeBaron Walker (A)

WALLACE, MORGAN.
The diviner, a play in three acts by Morgan Wallace and Minnie Z. Jaffa. © 31Apr25, D71277, R98720, 16Sep52, Morgan Wallace (A), Minnie Z. Jaffa (A)

WALTER, EUGENE.
Thieves in clover, a play in three acts. © 14Oct25, D73097, R102284, 8Nov52, Mary K. Walter (W)

WARSZAWSKI, SAMUEL JESSE.
Fastest thing afloat, a melodrama in three acts. © 5Sep25, D72672, R99340, 8Sep52, Samuel Jesse Warszawsky (A)

WE, the people. R98798. SEE Markiewicz, Herman Jacob.

THE WEDDING present. R103157. SEE Carson, William Glasgow Bruce.


WERFEL, FRANZ V.
Jesu und Maximilian; dramatische Historie in 5 Phasen und 13 Bildern. © 1Dec24, D70867, R102378, 24Nov52, Mrs. Alma Mahler-Werfel (W)

WHEN the cat's away. R97622. SEE Johnson, Larry Edward.

WHISLER, ERNEST JACKSON.
Tommy's brides, a comedy in three acts by Jack Whisler. (Baker's royalty plays) © 16Jan25, D70125, R102341, 10Nov52, Ernest Jackson Whisler (A)

WHISLER, JACK. SEE Whisler, Ernest Jackson.


WHO stole the mince pie. R103158. SEE Larity, H. I.

THE WHOLE town's talking. R95066, R95855, R103310. SEE Emerson, John, WHY the bachelor. R102473. SEE McOwen, Bernard J.

WILBUR, CRANE.
Easy terms, a comedy in three acts. © 7May25, D71473, R97045, 7Jul52, Crane Wilbur (A)

WILCOX, CONSTANCE GRENELLE.
Egypt's eyes, a three act play with an epilogue, by Princess Pignatelli [pseud.] (French's standard library edition) © 3Dec24, D69033, R102328, 7Nov52, Princess Pignatelli (A)

WILDERNESS road. R97553. SEE Collins, Anne.

WILLARD, CLYDE. pseud. SEE Hall, J. Lincoln.

WILLEMETZ, ALBERT.
J'adore ça; comédie musicale en trois actes. Livret de Albert Willemsen et Saint-Germain; musique de H. Christine. Partition piano et chant. © 4Jun25, D24762, R101424, 22Oct52, Reine Marguerite Christine (C)

WILSON, IRA BISHOP.
The Babe of Bethlehem. R101814. SEE Kephart, C. J.
Santa saves the day. R101813. SEE Freeman, Carolyn B.

WODEHOUSE, PELHAM GRINNVILLE.
The nightsingale. R102781. SEE Dalton, Guy Reginald.

WOOLF, EDGAR ALLAN.

WRIGHT, WATKINS EPPE.
The white elephant, a three-act American comedy. (Baker's royalty plays) © 21Apr25, D71348, R102360, 10Nov52, Watkins Eppe Wright (A)

WYATT, EUPHORIA VAN RENSSELAR WADDINGTON.
Her country, a tragedy in one act. Staged by Nathaniel Edward Read. Players' prompt book. © 31Dec24, D72552, R949100, 5Sep52, Euphemia Van Rensselaer Wyat (A)

Y

YALE, ELISIE DUNCAN.
Step lively please; Christmas cantata for young people. Book by Elsie Duncan Yale; music by Clyde Willard [pseud.] of J. Lincoln Hall) © 19Oct25, D20620, R101395, 22Oct52, The Redeheaver Co. (PWH)

YOUNG Woodley. R101909. SEE Van Druten, John.

YVAIN, MAURICE.
Pas sur ta bouche. R101418. SEE Barde André.

Z

ZORZI, GUGLIELMO.
La veia d'oro; comedia in tre atti. Pref. di R. Simonelli. © 15Mar20, D56784, R101877, 24Oct52, Guglielmo Zorzi (A)